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CONSULTING CONTENT 
STRATEGY

WORKSHOPS & 
AUDITS

DIGITAL 
MARKETING

SINCE 2014, WE HAVE WORKED WITH MANY B2B CLIENTS, LARGE AND SMALL, IN AREAS RANGING FROM CONSULTING TO SOCIAL MEDIA AND
INFLUENCE. HERE IS A SELECTION OF ENGAGEMENTS OVER THIS 8-YEAR PERIOD,WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF OURWORK AND RESULTS

We are B2B marketing specialists, with a track-record in verticals such as IT, Cloud computing and Big Data,
Telecoms, Utilities, Banking, Healthcare and Insurance. We work with all sorts of businesses, be they start-ups or
large multinationals. We are a mix of seasoned experts, copywriters and highly-skilled young professionals.

This selection of clients and engagements is making up chapter nine of our business case portfolio
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20,000 – 30,000 
visitors / month

250 000 - 300 000 
visitors p.a.

6,000 
subscribers

weekly
newsletter

+ 300
podcasts
100 daily

listens
Approx. 

35,000 p.a.

2,000 articles in 
French

700 in English

200 videos 
900 

subscribers

22,400 Twitter
24,500 Linkedin
4,000 Facebook

DISTINCTIONS
- social media 

- influence 
- SEO

30%

68%

2%

mobile
desktop
tablette
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, STRATEGIC CONSULTING, 
BENCHMARKING, AUDITING AND POSITIONING, 
STRATEGIC PITCHES AND DIGITAL INNOVATION
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Starting from scratch, Visionary Marketing has put 
together a successful crowdfunding campaign 

based on our favourite Community Marketing 

methodology: the gardener’s touch

CROWDFUNDING

More than 45,000 € were raised for the online journal L’Essor to 
fund various online and offline projetcs for the benefit of the 

community

SEEDING

FEEDING

WEEDING
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In 2015, Visionary marketing created the social media barometer on 
behalf of Hootsuite as a joint project aimed at delivering maximum 
visibility for the Canadian brand in France. 

The effort culminated in 2018 with the 55-page in-depth analysis of 
the French report for Hootsuite and the participation of Visionary 
Marketing in the international report and the international webinar 
launch with 1,000+ registered users worldwide

The report was so successful that we delivered 3 more in 2016, 2018 
and 2021

Some of the results of the Hootsuite barometer were featured by 

SOCIAL

The Hootsuite social media barometer is 
a global reference quoted by Statista
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Visionary Marketing supported Evolena with its internal 

evaluation process. We carried out a dozen in-depth 

customer interviews providing Exec summary and 

recommendations, full transcriptions and in-depth analysis. 
We have also designed a strategic Whitepaper to help wit 

the positioning of the consulting agency

WITH OUR HELP, L’ESSOR HAS HAD A MUCH CLEARER VIEW OF ITS 
AUDIENCE AND MONETISATION OPTIONS

ONLINE NEWSCONSULTING

Visionary Marketing is 
advising and supporting
L’Essor in its endeavours
to monetise its online 
audience. We have been
involved at all stages of the
monetisation process, 
including website overhaul, contribution 
mechanism, newsletter onboarding and 
optimisation, audience profiling, etc.

THE ENGAGEMENT LED TO THE ENHANCEMENT OF THE SERVICE 
OFFERING OF THE CONSULTING AGENCY
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Visionary Marketing supported Avanade with its 
strategic positioning in France through a Man From 

Mars Report. We advised the company both in terms 

of strategy and the supporting Web assets so as to 
provide recommendations and help the business 

focus on the right tactics and approaches. The 
analysis and report were completed in a matter of 

days and delivered during an intensive one-day 

workshop with the top management team.

VISIONARY MARKETING USED ITS OWN “PROJECTIVE SURVEY” 
METHODOLOGY IN ORDER TO ELICIT AVANADE’S STRATEGY AND 

REACH CONSENSUS ON THE TOPIC OF DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

IT SERVICES
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Westfield  wanted to promote its UR World collaborative 
work project by showing simple situations depicting what 
it was to work with or without collaboration tools and how 
efficiency could be increased with online collaboration. 
The idea was to propose a series of made to measure 
cartoons depicting before and after collaborative work 
situations. Left, a fictitious company named “Oldschool
Ltd” was compared to UR on the right-hand side. All 
situations were scripted by Visionary Marketing and 
drawn specifically for Westfield by a professional 
draughtsman

VISIONARY MARKETING HELPED UNIBAIL RODAMCO 
DESCRIBE ITS VISION ABOUT COLLABORATIVE WORK 

THROUGH A SERIES OF SCRIPTED CARTOONS

B2B REAL ESTATE
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We have worked directly with the EVP and GM of the 
ALE Communications Business Division in order to 

structure the main strategic pitch around 3 main 

phases:
1) why change 2) what we aim at 3) how to deliver   

This had led to a strategic document (with 3 
supporting podcasts) which serves as the basis for 

the strategic change at ALE.

THIS DOCUMENT IS STRATEGIC AND CONFIDENTIAL. IT WAS MADE AVAILABLE 
IN ENGLISH AND FRENCH. IT SERVED AS THE BASIS FOR THE TURNOVER OF 

THE COMPANY AND THE LAUNCH OF ITS NEW UCAAS STRATEGY

TELECOMS
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We have worked with Youstice on a number of 
subjects, in English and French including the 

selection and recruitment of a business developer 

for the French marketing through the selection of 
seasoned individuals with strong business acumen in 

that area. We also improved Youstice’s brand 
awareness to selected targeted legal and business 

audiences locally and internationally through 

strategic content publications in English and French

VISIONARY MARKETING HELPED YOUSTICE FIND THE RELEVANT 
PARTNER IN FRANCE FOR ITS BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

LEGAL TECH
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We supported GEM with its marketing automation 
project for the Master’s in Digital Business Strategy, 
delivering advice, guidance and content for the 
project. We created, hosted and maintained the 
students’ blog delivering maximum visibility. 
Webinars were regularly organized and delivered 
with top international influencers. This project was 
rolled out in 2018-2019 and helped boost the 
recruitment for the master’ for the 2020 schoolyear 
period.

DIGITAL ME UP USED TO ATTRACT TWICE AS MANY 
VISITORS AS THE STANDARD ‘PRODUCT’ MASTER’S PAGE 

ON GEM’S WEBSITE OVER ITS FOUR-YEAR EXISTENCE

EDUCATION
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Visionary Marketing provided Pramex international 
with strategic and operational support and 

guidance in order to better meet its core business 

objectives and prepare for growth in the future.

Starting from scratch, we helped Fluksaqua grow. It has attracted 
15,000+ professionals, a majority of whom are from outside of Veolia. 

UTILITIESFINANCE

We have supported Fluksaqua at all stages of their 
development, from the ideation phase to its day-to-
day operations and international deployment. This 
consulting project was conducted in 3 phases:
Consulting and support (setting goals, methods, initial 
content and collaboration techniques) as well as initial 
study and workshops
Launch and community set up and facilitation and 
growth hacking (all in a very niche B2B and technical 
environment)
Continuous Marketing effort and guidance

Visionary Marketing has helped Pramex international elicit its strategy in 
order to face future challenges and growth and shape the digital 

department
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We have supported GRTgaz with the definition 

of the new roadmap for its new Intranet and 

paved the way for a vision of collaboration 

across all parts of the organisation and its 

various teams. We have conducted workshops, 

facilitated creativity and ideation sessions, and 

issued recommendations for the company to 

develop internal collaboration successfully.

Our methodology for joint innovation has been described in a 
white paper entitled  “Bringing Ideas to Reality”

HEALTH INSURANCE SECTORUTILITIES

� Mutuelle Générale is a leading French health 
insurance company with 1.5 million clients

We have supported Mutuelle Générale with 
consulting and support services in the area of 

innovation and ideation, thereby consulting and 

supporting on innovation processes, which 
included identifying and defining the adapted 

tools and methods for an effective technological 
watch.

Visionary Marketing has supported GRTgaz with its vision of 
collaboration in the workplace in joint IT and user workshop 

sessions 



2  - C O N T E N T  &  I N F L U E N C E

VISIONARY MARKETING PROVIDES STRATEGIC 
CONTENT IN ORDER TO POSITION BRANDS AS EXPERTS 
IN THEIR FIELD. OUR 24-YEAR INTERNATIONAL 
EXPERIENCE IN THAT AREA MAKES IT POSSIBLE FOR US 
TO SUPPORT EVEN THE LARGEST INTERNATIONAL 
BRANDS

15
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In 2021 Visionary Marketing carried out a survey of over 120 
IT professionals to fathom the impact of Work from Home 
policies on cyber security threats in French businesses.

The results of our study were combined in a short 14-page 
report with details on the following topics: 1) security issues 
in the context of widespread WFH policy 2) remote server 
security 3) perception of IT threats and data security 
breaches.

A webinar was organised with Fortinet to provide further 
insights on the report and additional analysis by a Fortinet IT 
security expert as well as Visionary Marketing. 

DIGITAL SECURITY

IMPACT OF WFH POLICIES ON IT SECURITY – SURVEY OF 122 
CIOS, IT MANAGERS AND IT PROFESSIONALS WORKING FOR 
LARGE BUSINESSES OF OVER 1,000 EMPLOYEES IN FRANCE 

(2021)
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In 2021 Visionary Marketing worked on producing high 
quality content on the topics of salesmanship, sales tech 
and sales methodologies for hard-to-sell products and 
services. 

Additionally, Visionary Marketing produced the Modern 
Selling whitepaper, an in-depth view of the future of sales 
in the wake of the 2019-2020 pandemic. 

Both the blog content and white paper were enhanced by 
a full-fledged podcast channel published on all major 
podcasting platforms.

B2B SALESMANSHIP

THE MODERN SELLING 60-PAGE WHITEPAPER WAS 
DOWNLOADED MORE THAN 1,500 TIMES AND GENERATED 

MANY LEADS FOR SPARKLANE
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In 2021, Visionary Marketing delivered a 360-degree 
confluence engagement on behalf of Yext UK and 

France covering: 

1) a survey of 300 senior marketers 
2) 2 survey reports 

3) a virtual roundtable with 6 leading CX UK and 
France influencers and experts

4) an extensive social media outreach project in both 

countries with the help of our panel of influencers

EBUSINESS

2.6 MILLION SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNTS REACHED, APPROX. 
250,000 VIEWS, 200 ONLINE ROUNDTABLE REGISTRATIONS, 

HUNDREDS OF DOWNLOADS, COMMENTS, LIKES AND SHARES
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Visionary Marketing is supporting Selceon with its online 
marketing in various ways: to begin with, we spruced up 

and supplemented their product-orientated website, 
added videos and podcasts, populated their LinkedIn 

business profile, created a full-fledged suite of reports on 

the Visionary Marketing information websites therefore 
generating thousands of views online and on social 

media. We also worked with influencers in order to 
spread the word about the work carried out by the start-

up.

A CONCEPT AROUND E.T. (FRENCH FOR WORKPLACE) WITH 
THOUSANDS OF VIEWS ON BLOGS AND SOCIAL MEDIA AND 

HUNDREDS OF DOWNLOADS

IT &
INNOVATION
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Nearly 250 professionals were surveyed by Visionary 
Marketing (approximately 50% in B2B and 50 % in B2C). 

Our survey was aimed at measuring our respondents’  
understanding of the definition and perception of the 
significance of e-reputation, as well as the impact of e-
reputation on businesses and, lastly, how they managed their 
own e-reputation, whenever it was applicable.

The 60-page report was enhanced by the testimonials of 13 
influencers, entrepreneurs and business experts who took 
part in three high profile focus groups.

Hundred of marketers reached and dozens of high 
profile influencers and entrepreneurs involved

E-REPUTATION SURVEY
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Angle: the evolution of business, from the prehistoric 
travelling salesman to the sales rep of the future. We used 

a Darwinian metaphor to depict the evolution of sales, 
before, with and after the computer age. 4 top sales 

experts were interviewed. This engagement was 

complemented by a series of blog posts in French and 
English on the topic of sales and the sales visit. 

Touch & Sell is a software vendor dedicated to building 

sales applications for businesses

SOFTWARE
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Visionary Marketing supported Bonial with the 
creation of its glossary of drive-to store, following 

many previous confluence engagements with the 

European retail tech leader.

Copywriting

40 glossary entries were written on behalf of 
Bonial at the beginning of 2020
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To position Weber’s B2B marketing business gifts 
line, we chose to include the business gift topic 

inside a broader topic “customer acquisition or 

retention”. This general topic is of interest to all 
marketers and besides, many marketers responded 

to Weber’s survey themselves. Most of the CMOs 
from all major local brands came to visit Weber after 

the publication of this white paper.

323 RESPONDENTS
(ALL MARKETING PROFESSIONALS)

B2B MARKETING
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Audience: professionals (IT or others) involved in collaboration and 
unified communications projects 
Angle: do away with « unified communication » lingo while delivering 
in-depth angled analysis 

In-depth content:  including bi-lingual longform blogging and a white 
paper based on a B2B survey of marketing professionals (300+) 
describing real-life UC usage

International footprint: USA, UK, Malaysia, Australia, France…
Dual concept: 1) UC 2) WOMM*
Similar engagement on Healthcare with a human body metaphor

*WOMM : word of mouth marketing

** Influencer pictures above shows a selection of the experts involved in this project
INTERNATIONAL CONFLUENCE (CONTENT + 

INFLUENCE) ENGAGEMENT

TELECOMS
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Audience: Marketers + Web marketers

Angle: vision of marketing, data-driven 
marketing and ethics in sync with the design of 
Mapp’s DMP platform 

In-depth content and interviews. 
Originally written in English and adapted to 
French and Italian

Dual concept : 1) marketing vision 2) WOMM* 
White paper launched in all parts of the world. 
Over 200 leads generated in France only

MARTECH

MAPP DIGITAL – WHITE PAPER IN ENGLISH 
(AND ITALIAN AND FRENCH) ON THE NEXT 

GENERATION OF MARKETING TECHNOLOGY*WOMM : Word of Mouth Marketing
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Angle: down-to-earth simple 
advice for the successful 

implementation of tele 

surveillance projects. 50 leads 
generated in just one  outbound 

campaign linked to the white 
paper

SECURITY

AXIS COMMUNICATIONS – HOW-TO GUIDE 
IN FRENCH FOR LEAD GENERATION
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Audience: field service dept managers and 
directors of SMEs with services personnel in 
the field

Angle: down-to-earth step by step 
guide for the successful benchmarking 
of a field service solution.

Praxedo is a software vendor designing 
specialist field service solutions for 
small and medium sized businesses 

SOFTWARE

PRAXEDO – how-to guide on how to benchmark 
one’s field service solution 

(in French) 
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Angle: The white paper is built around expert advice 

regarding projects dedicated to the implementation 

of content management systems. All project phases 
are broken down and shown as a project journey 

towards success. Each project phase is illustrated 
with expert testimonials by   eZSystems’ customers.

(White paper in French)

SOFTWARE IT – Software industry
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Angle: Both a professional angle and a WOMM 
angle using World judo champion Teddy Riner. The 

cloud computing angle covered most of the topics 

pertinent to cloud implementation such as bimodal 
IT, IaaS, PaaS, WSaaS cloud-first strategies and ITSM. 

A mini dictionary of cloud computing terminology 
was also added to this White Paper.

White paper for the French market

CLOUD COMPUTING

White paper for the French market

IT – Software industry
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Visionary Marketing has worked with eZ Systems in 
order to share stories about innovative Websites 
and Website factories all created upon the eZ
platform. 10 blog pieces were written and posted 
with their companion podcasts and videos and 
shared broadly on the Visionary Marketing network 
of influence. In addition, a whitepaper was written 
on how to maximise one’s presence on the Web.. 

Main language: French

SOFTWARE

WITH THIS CAMPAIGN, EZ SYSTEMS FRANCE WAS ABLE 
TO CLOSE A LARGE DEAL
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� Profil Technology were created in 1989 by an 
innovative group of French engineers. They were 
taken over by Bitdefender IT security solutions Visionary marketing worked on a strategic content marketing 

solution with Profil Technology to better position its Egedian
brand around IT admin and security solutions for the 
workplace.

We built and executed a content strategy that was adapted 
to the market and its needs by crafting highly targeted 
content and working on influence through the positioning of 
this unique content. 

Such a strategy led to immediate results by way of lead 
generation in a matter of weeks. 

With this highly segmented expert IT portal, 
Profil Technology was able to generate leads 

in a matter of weeks

� SOFTWARE
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Visionary Marketing has produced and publicised 
various strategic pieces of content with a Word of 

Mouth Marketing approach

Jem’s little black book of Big Data was downloaded 

400 times in just one morning (strictly through 
earned media) and brought immediate leads to 

Jems

BIG DATA

Visionary Marketing has produced and publicised various 
strategic pieces of content with a Word of Mouth Marketing 

approach

Big Data
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� Bridge (now part of Solocal) captures local internet 
traffic and converts it into physical sales. More than 
220 brands and retailers use Bridge around the WorldFrom 2015 until 2017, Visionary Marketing supported 

Bridge with its content strategy by providing strategic 
texts both for their own digital assets and other resources. 
Visionary Marketing is namely involved in building all of 
Bridge’s personas and business cases such as the Ducati 
business case on the right-hand side. 

We have worked with Bridge in English, Spanish and 
French. Visionary Marketing was also involved in the 
enhancement of the product catalogue.

Product-related content

� RETAIL SOFTWARE
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Adaptation of Cloudwatt’s legal contracts and 
Service level agreements into English. Work on 
various pieces of content and Webinars on various 
subjects in the field of Big Data, PaaS and IaaS 
(Cloud computing). Coverage of various events 
including the main Cloudwatt 2015 VAR event. 
Training of staff on the impact of Big Data on 
marketing. Cloudwatt is now part of Orange 
Business Services.

BIG DATA

Hundreds of readers were exposed to Cloudwatt’s content 
regarding its expertise in IaaS and Paas for cloud computing and 

Big Data
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� Orange Business Services is a global IT and 
communications services and cloud provider

Since early 2014, Visionary Marketing has worked on a 
retainer with Orange Business Services in order to 
provide services on all kinds of subjects, from highly 
strategic to deeply technical, on various matters (IT, Big 
Data, Telecoms). 

We have supported Orange with all sorts of tasks: content 
strategy, blog posts, personas and business cases, 
targeted emailing campaigns, marketing automation, 
White papers, Website content, SEO, video, events, 
webinars, influence and social media.

100 Webinars over a 3-year period, dozens of blog posts 1,000s 
of professionals reached on social media marketing automation, 

video, white papers…

� CLOUD COMPUTING
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In 2015-2017 Visionary Marketing worked on 
producing high quality content on the topics of big 

data and — as early as 2016 — Artificial intelligence, 

machine learning. 

Visionary Marketing also wrote a series of popular 
blog posts which are still shared today, therefore 

positioning Sparklane as visionaries in their field.

BIG DATA
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In 2014-2015 Visionary Marketing supported 
Business & Decision with their expert blogging 
initiative. We not only helped the service company 
build the first wireframe for the blog, we set 
everything up, but from a content and social media 
point of view as well as from a change management 
point of view. This has made it possible for B&D to 
kickstart its blogging initiative in America and France 
in no time and reap the benefits of a new positioning 
around Big Data and digital transformation.

BIG DATA

With this B2B digital marketing project, B&D was able to attract 
500 visitors per day on its blog after only 2 months. The Big data 

white paper was downloaded 4,000 times in just 2 months
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We are continuously supporting Promise 
consulting with their influence marketing as well as 

influence event management and social media 

promotion. We also support them with specialist 
marketing content creation (mostly on blogs with 

video interviews)

SOFTWAREMARKETING & CONSULTING

� Adobe is a leading international software
� solutions provider. Adobe Marketing cloud is 
� the entity dedicated to all sales and marketing solutions at Adobe.
Visionary Marketing has supported Adobe Marketing 
Cloud in France with various pieces of content dedicated 
to CRM, DMP, Marketing automation and omni-channel.

Some of our blog pieces have been written for the Adobe 
Marketing blog while others, at their request, have been 
published on our Marketing & Innovation blog in order to 
ensure optimal visibility and sharing. 

We are regularly included in Adobe’s panel of influencers 
in order to support them with content provision on their 
target subjects.
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Based on predefined patterns pinned to the wall, all 
18 influencers were allowed to personalise their own 

pair of sneakers with the brand’s designers. 

FASHION & INFLUENCE
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Visionary Marketing supported 3DS with the 
organisation of its international ambassador 

program meeting in order to kick start a project 

regarding the sharing of content and establish 
thought leadership.

IT-SOFTWARE
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VISIONARY MARKETING DESIGNS, ORGANISES AND 
FACILITATES WORKSHOPS DEDICATED TO DIGITAL 
INNOVATION, TRAINING AND DIGITAL STRATEGY
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Visionary Marketing organised two interactive training sessions on 

the usage of social media for IT professionals with hands-on 

exercises and live feedback and discussions. 

IT & SOFTWAREIT

� Visionary Marketing has delivered several keynotes 
for Norway-based international software vendor eZ
Systems over the past few years

Over the past 5 years, we delivered 3 in Germany and France on 

the topic of content management systems, content marketing and 

content and influence. Interactive keynotes with online polling and 

real-time results display and live comments
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� UNGE is the national survey association of France Property. 
Surveyors are resorting more and more often to Web marketing 
tactics to make their profession known to the public.

� Trade Association
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� Longchamp is a French luxury leather goods company. The company's real breakthrough came with 
the use of nylon. This innovation led the company to design a women's handbag known throughout 
the world: Le Pliage

Visionary Marketing prepared and facilitated the entire 

international “Paris Premier” Launch Campaign meeting in 

Paris on behalf of Longchamp with representatives from 

China, Singapore and Malaysia, Belgium and Spain. The topic 
was worldwide digital innovation in the various Longchamp 

subsidiaries. Faced with an Internet connection issue, 

Visionary Marketing proposed that red/green voting signs be 

handed to all participants. The result was very interactive and 

highly successful.

� LUXURY GOODS
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� Novartis is a global healthcare company based in 
Basel, Switzerland, with roots dating back more 
than 150 yearsVisionary Marketing organised an interactive 

training one-day session on behalf of the pharma 

company in order to better get to grips with the 

impact of digital within the business, and the 

relationship with partners, clients and patients. 

This involved teambuilding exercises and Twitter 

battles and group work (10 groups of 5 

participants each).

� HEALTHCARE
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Visionary Marketing managed GEM’s master’s 
degree from A to Z, implementing innovation and 

flipped teaching. A Student’s blog was created, 

which served as a basis for flipped teaching and 
learning content marketing techniques, as well as 

the recruitment of new students. We also were in 
charge of course content, follow-up and promotion 

of the master’s with proven results regarding the 

growth and visibility of the master’s.

EDUCATION

GEM’S ADVANCED MASTERS IN DIGITAL BUSINESS STRATEGY IS A LEADING 
TRAINING PROGRAM FOR STUDENTS AND EXEC STUDENTS AIMING TO 
BECOME DIGITAL MANAGERS/DIRECTORS. WE RECRUITED A HUNDRED 

STUDENTS IN 4 ½ YEARS
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We have been teaching at PSB (Masters and 

MBA classes) since 2007 about different digital 

topics like digital marketing, content marketing, 

social media marketing, word of mouth 

marketing and Enterprise Social Networks 

(ESN). We introduced new methods of teaching 

such as Web-based lectures as early as 2007.

Similar engagements for other organisations (Axema, CNRS,…)

SPACE INDUSTRYEDUCATION

� Workshop on content marketing and the use 
of email in the workplace
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DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICES WITH A VISION
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Following the strategic consulting deal described 
in part 1, we have audited the Web assets of 

Pramex in order to help them select a more 

adaptive platform, we have advised Pramex on the 
choice of this platform, migrated the website, 

created a blog, and populated the new site with 
content. The on-going site maintenance is also 

managed by Visionary Marketing.

Visionary Marketing designed, developed and delivered a 
chatbot to Weber to support the product-selection process in 

a B2B environment

B2B MARKETINGB2B FINANCIAL SERVICES

CHATBECUE, THE WEBER CHATBOT

Visionary Marketing has helped Pramex international elicit its 
strategy in order to face future challenges and growth and 

shape the digital department
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Visionary Marketing supported Keyyo with its new 
Website by auditing its SEO. The engagement 

involved supporting the team on location and 

remotely.

ORANGE BELGIUM, IS A LEADING B2B MOBILE PROVIDER IN BENELUX

TELECOMSTELECOMS

Visionary Marketing supported Orange Belgium 
with its content marketing strategy through a Man 

From Mars Report. We helped the B2B arm of 

Orange reorganise entirely its Web assets and 
refocus its content strategy on the right target 

and topics.
Our recommendations 

were all  implemented 

within two weeks.



Some of our clients

Here are some of the engagements carried out with B2B and B2C clients:

Digital assessments and training sessions for banks, healthcare companies, high 
tech businesses and various international training organisations. 

Client support in change management in the field of digital marketing. Expert 
blog creation and content marketing for businesses in Telecoms, IT, private 
banking, utilities and Big Data. We have also worked for businesses dealing with 
consumers, have trained top managers, communications experts, and various 
staffers in all sorts of companies. We have led induction seminars, crash courses, 
in-depth sessions and strategic sessions. 

We have also led social media and word of mouth marketing campaigns, 
optimised websites (SEO, SEM, content optimisation), created white papers 
dedicated to Web matters and developed personas for businesses mostly in IT, 
cloud computing and Telecoms.
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